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Decision of MC of EnC D/2012/04/MC-EnC


- General adaptations
- Ad-hoc adaptations
  - CPs targets
  - NREAPs
  - Calculation of share of energy from RES
- Statistical transfers between EU-MS and EnC-CPs
- Joint support schemes between EU-MS and EnC-CPs
- **Joint Projects between EU-MS and EnC-CPs**
- External Audits
- Review based on the experience
Implementation Deadlines

Article 27 – Directive 2009/28/EC as adapted:

• Contracting Parties shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative procedures necessary to comply with this Directive by **1 January 2014**

Article 4 - Directive 2009/28/EC as adapted:

• Notification of the National Renewable Energy Action Plans to the Secretariat **NREAP – 30 June 2013**

• EC template:


• EU MS NREAPs:

Implementation Deadlines

Article 4 - Directive 2009/28/EC as adapted:

• Notification of the forecast documents by **31 December 2012**

  *(i.e. six months before the NREApps are due):*

  – its estimated excess production of energy from renewable sources compared to the indicative trajectory which could be transferred to other Contracting Party in accordance with Articles 6 to 11, as well as its estimated potential for joint projects, until 2020; and

  – its estimated demand for energy from renewable sources to be satisfied by means other than domestic production until 2020.

• No template available - EU MS forecast documents available at:


• Due to short time available – new proposed deadline: **15 February 2013**

• Documents expected only in English
Next Steps

• Ministerial Council procedural act on the implementation of Article 11 of MC Decision;

• PHLG procedural act on the implementation of Article 12 of MC Decision – Guidelines – Annexes IV, V and VII of Directive 2009/28/EC

• Proposed RES Workshop focused on NREAP during first half of 2013

• RES Study in 2013

• Assistance provided by ECS for the legislative drafts

• Resources: RES LEGAL  http://www.res-legal.eu/home/

• Statistics, statistics, statistics....
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